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Have you ever missed out some important or your favorite event? May be many times. If you are
looking for an app that can help you finding perfect solutions to your problems. Then, Go for app
store to find one for yourself. You are available with many apps that are used for managing all the
events and meetings for your business needs.

The iphone apps development keeps your business on the forefront of the minds of the users and
promoting your business to a great level. There are many apps which are flexible and reliable to
use. If you are in need to make some app for your business then you shoud opt for a good
developer who can complete your business needs.

Let's talk about one of the most surprising app â€œEvent Annaâ€• available on online store, that will tell you
about all the important events which are to be held worldwide. This interactive app will provide
registered attendees with the most up-to-date information throughout the event in real event,
including all last-minute changes. It will also allow to connect with colleagues and arrange meetings
conveniently, significantly enhancing the conference experience.

*  Gets you all the information about events, participants, speakers, venue and everything.

*  Bios on all the speakers and presenters.

*  The ability to check-in with and meet other marketing professionals attending the conference meet
up feature.

You will get 2 modes to register yourself- delegate and visitor.

Delegate mode is applicable for those who are attending the workshop anonymously.  Select from
two further choices - either register in public hours or business hours. In the former case, you can
enter free of cost while in the latter entry is chargeable. On getting registered with business hour,
you will get an email with attached QR code which will act as an entry pass for you. And,if you
participating in an event, then you should  register yourself in this mode. Only paid entry is possible
in delegate. You get special permissions in this type of login.

AR (Augmented Reality) view in which you need to hold your device up and you are able to watch
all the attenders. It will lets you track all the details about the person you want to interact with. Make
more new friends with the help of chat facility. From now onward you will not miss your any
important event.

There are many other apps available at online store providing perfect solutions to your business
problems. These apps have made a special place in the hearts of people with its attractive product
range like its futuristic and elegant designs. With all outstanding feature, out-of the world graphics,
and touch sensivity, light and sleek gadgets its availability is rising rapidly.
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Author is very much passionate about his writings in which he shares all useful information
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